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The wedge of the pro specification on which the contract pro's needs  

were reflected to the utmost 

『BERES W105C 』 Debut in October 23 
Face,sole,and sole shape.Offers all function that you seek in a wedge. 

 

Honma golf Co., Ltd. 

Honma Golf (Head Office:)Co., Ltd. 35F Roppongi Hills Mori Tower, 6-10-1, Roppongi, 

Minato-ku,Tokyo, a president-director: Koji Nishitani) releases HONMA BERES 

W105C Wedge launch in October, 2012 . 

"BERES W105C" put on the market lately is the wedge developed to the concept "on 

which a pro's needs are reflected to the utmost."  

Based on the voice of the contract pro of our company, we developed for the athlete 

golfer. 

"BERES W105C" is that the needs from a contract pro cut off the heel part with the 

cleating smooth turn, and pulls out all the techniques that a pro has to the utmost.  

By the leading edge roundish so well that it is easy to respond to all lie, and moreover, 

having adopted the taper neck (form where the point of the neck portion became thin), 

The line from a neck to a leading edge is finished sharply, and serves as a wedge which 

enabled the image which can be struck using the bosom. 

Furthermore, we are carrying out "BERES W103" "nickel chrome" original "W plating 

processing" adoption by processing of the previous model which gained popularity very 

much and whose coefficient of friction "black nickel" of a coefficient of friction gets 

damaged in a face side, and does not get damaged easily low in a similar manner in a 

sole side of Honma Golf . 

Furthermore, the model which feels easy about any scenes and is established by 

having made the head large-sized was made.   

Moreover, "BERES W105C" newly developed loft 52 

and 54 degree based on previous model with loft 53 

degree, and became all the 10 kinds all model numbers. 

In Honma Golf, the golf life of an athlete-oriented 

visitor is aided by "BERES W105C."  

* * In addition, we also launch "BERES W105P" of 

single plating finish. 
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- 『BERES W105C』 Product summary - 

 

【B r a n d  n a m e 】  『BERES W105C』 

 

【R e l e a s e  d a t e 】  October 23,2012 

 

【sale area】  whole-world 

 

【s h a f t】  NS PRO950GH 

 

【s p e c】 

 

Head material /  

Manufacturing process 

Mild Steel / Casting 

Head plating Black Nickel finish + Chrome Satin Finish 

#(No.) 48 50 52 54 56-9 56-12 58-9 58-12 60-9 63-9 

Loft (deg.) 48.0  50.0  52.0  54.0  56.0  56.0  58.0  58.0  60.0  63.0  

Bounce (deg.) 8.0  8.0  8.0  9.0  9.0  12.0  9.0  12.0  9.0  9.0  

Lie angle (deg.) 63.5 

Face progression (mm) 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.5 6.5 5.5 6.5 5.5 6.5 6.5 

Length (inches) 35.0 

Swing weight Gross 

weight (g) 

Gross weight (g) 

NS PRO 50GH 

D1・442 D2・445 

 

『BERES W105P』・・・・Head plating  Chrome finish + Satin finish 

 

Loft 48° Loft 50° Loft 52° Loft 54° Loft 56° 

Bounce 9° 

Loft 56° 

Bounce 12° 

Loft 58° 

Bounce 9° 

Loft 58° 

Bounce 12° 

Loft 60° 

Bounce 9° 

Loft 63° 

Bounce 9° 


